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except for some minor techie hiccups, phir hera pheri continues to be an entertaining ride. the film is
a lot longer than the first part. it is a bit boring at some parts and the part where the film gets
dramatic is over-dramatic. the film has some sad moments where the cast looks a bit troubled and
there are some chuckles too. but overall, phir hera pheri is all about entertainment.. the film is a bit
longer than the first part. it is a lot boring at some parts and the part where the film gets dramatic is
over-dramatic. the first half has the most pleasing moments and the second half has some dark
moments. the most significant difference is that the first half is much less serious than the second
half. the film has some funny moments and these moments are spread throughout both parts. the
film also has some dramatic moments. all in all, phir hera pheri is a good flick and is recommended
to be watched for its entertainment value. in short, phir hera pheri is a silly but fun flick which is
worth a watch. it is a must watch for all adventure film buffs and especially for those who have seen
the first part of the film. phir hera pheri is one of those films that will have you laughing and smiling
throughout. the first half of the film is hilarious, the second half is the darkest. but don't let that
dissuade you from watching the film. phir hera pheri is a must-see. the actors give life to the
characters that they play and they make the film what it is.. phir hera pheri is one of those films that
will have you laughing and smiling throughout.
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Editor's note: As Hera Pheri 2 is set to be released on Wednesday, we have no more download links
for this review. However, the movie is available for free download on YouTube. Now, about the film:
It's another in the string of movies being made on the subject of the same-a-same. First, there was
the KASHISH, then the KASAM TALA, and last, but not the least, PHIR HERA PHERI. And now another
double face to the film! It's not that PHIR HERA PHERI is worse than KASAM TALA. But it's the fact
that we still have more of the same. With PHIR HERA PHERI, it's the same set of characters and no

new comers. If you have been a fan of Akshay Kumar since 'Jai Ho', Paresh Rawal, Suniel Shetty and
Director, Rakesh Roshan you are going to love this one. It's too predictable, the same old story in the

third part. We'll see, when I think about the fact that each part of the film has the same team and
yes, the same actors. I'll be reminded of the first part of Hera Pheri and then I can't wait to see what
happens to Akshay Kumar in the second half. It will be an interesting moment that no one predicted.
Phir Hera Pheri is all about the past, and regretful, and the things that haven't been done. Because
no one from the industry has mentioned it to the director that the film should be produced with a

new heroine rather than with the same one who is seen stealing her male co-actor? Phir Hera Pheri is
a rehash of the same formula and it works in just the same way, only that in this case, it would work

for a lesser number of tracks. Its critical and commercial failure can be blamed on the fact that it
takes the same old formula and runs it into the ground, in the best possible way. Déjà vu is the

operative word. No rocket science? Except for the fact that it has a predictable story in place and
that it's difficult to see it going anywhere different in the future. 5ec8ef588b
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